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QUESTION 1

You plan to create a purchase order for items that are not currently in stock. 

You need to ensure that when a customer places an order for the items, the quantity of the items in the purchase order
can be reserved for the customer. 

What should you do before you create the purchase order? 

A. Select Reserve ordered items in the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form. 

B. Select an Allocation key in the Accounts payable parameters form. 

C. Select Reserve items automatically in the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form. 

D. Select Automatic in the Reservation field of the Accounts receivable parameters form. 

Correct Answer: D 

Accounts receivable parameters (form) [AX 2012] 

Select the default method of reservation to use when you create an order in the Sales order form: 

Manual Requires manual reservations. 

Automatic Reserves order quantities automatically. Explosion Reserves order quantities automatically, but master
scheduling controls item reservation for bills of materials. You can change the method of reservation when you create
the 

order, and you can change the method for each order line. Reserved quantities are subtracted from the total quantity on
hand. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Inventory and warehouse management parameters (form) [AX 2012] Use this form to set up inventory and
warehouse management parameters. 

Field: Reserve ordered items 

Select this check box to reserve item receipts that are ordered against item issues in Accounts receivable, Project
management and accounting, and Production control. If you clear this check box, you can reserve only items that have
been 

physically received. 

If a particular item has been set up to accept negative inventory, this field is not relevant. 

Not B: Accounts payable parameters form: 

Allocation key: Select the allocation key to use to reduce the effect of the budget on the cash flow forecast, according to
purchase orders. 

Not C: 

Field: Reserve items automatically 
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Select this check box to reserve items automatically. This is a default setting, and you can override it by selecting or
clearing the same parameter in the Transfer orders form. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to ensure that a sales order picking list is generated before a sales order packing slip is generated. Which
form should you use to perform the configuration? 

A. Item model group 

B. Item group 

C. Sites 

D. Inventory locations 

Correct Answer: A 

*

 Item model groups (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to create and maintain item model groups. These groups contain settings that determine how items are
controlled and handled on item receipts and issues. The settings also determine how the consumption of an item or
items is 

calculated. A single model group can be associated with many items. Therefore, maintenance is easier, because you
can control many items by using the same setup. 

*

 Settings include: 

/ Picking requirements: Select this check box to indicate that item issues must be picked before inventory is physically
updated. The status of the inventory transactions for the item issue must be Picked before the packing slip is updated. 

Incorrect: 

not B: Item group (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to manage inventory by dividing inventory items into groups based on item characteristics. You can also
set up ledger account numbers for the automatic ledger transactions generated for item group receipt and issue 

transactions in inventory. 

Not C: Sites (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to create one or more sites. 

Not D: Inventory locations (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to manage inventory locations in a warehouse. You can identify an item\\'s location by the aisle, rack,
shelf, and bin coordinates. 
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QUESTION 3

You need to configure commissions to be calculated on sales, only after all discounts are taken on the line items of a
sales order. What should you use? 

A. The Sales order journal 

B. The Price/discount agreement journal 

C. The Commission percentage field 

D. The Discount field 

Correct Answer: D 

Commission calculation (form) [AX 2012] 

Field: discount 

Specify whether the calculation of the commission for the individual invoice line will be based on the gross line amount
(Before line discount) or on the net line amount (After line discount). If you select After total discount, any end discount
is 

deducted from the total commission that is calculated after the line discount. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: Field: Commission percentage 

Specify the percentage base with which to calculate the amount of the commission. Together with the calculation
method in the Discount, the percentage basis entered here calculates the size of the commission. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to create a purchase agreement between your company and a supplier. The agreement will give you a 10
percent discount automatically on an item, after you purchase $10,000 US dollars\\' worth of that Item during a 12 month
period. 

Which Default commitment type should you use? 

A. Product quantity commitment 

B. Value commitment 

C. Product value commitment 

D. Product category value commitment 

Correct Answer: C 

There are four types of commitments: 

Product quantity commitment You purchase a specific quantity of a product. Product value commitment - You purchase
a specific currency amount of a product. Product category value commitment You purchase a specific currency amount
in 
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a procurement category. The amount can be for a catalog item or a non- catalog item. Value commitment You purchase
a specific currency amount of any product or in any procurement category. 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to set up locations for a warehouse that will store finished goods for one of your company\\'s divisions. 

What are three possible details that you can specify for the locations? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

A. The maximum number of pallets 

B. The physical dimensions 

C. The inventory dimensions 

D. The maximum dimensions of the items 

E. The maximum weight that can be stored 

Correct Answer: ABE 

*

 Location properties 

A location has the following characteristics: 

Size (number of pallets, height, width, and depth) 

Pallet type group 

Storage area 

Picking area 

Location type (inbound dock, outbound dock, pick location, or bulk location) 

*

 Max. weight 

The maximum weight that can be held at the location. 
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